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Introduction

52% 4.4M 29% 20%
of young people 
(namely Gen Z 
and Millennial 

workers) expect 
to change jobs 
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“job seekers” 
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What had begun as a safety measure implemented in response 
to the global health crisis, remote work has now become the 
preferred model for talent worldwide. Previously content to 
endure lengthy commutes and reside in high-cost, urban 
markets, global lockdowns revealed that there’s a better way to 
balance our personal and professional lives. 

By the end of 2020, nearly three-quarters of all American 
employees who could potentially work remotely were doing so.1 
In Australia, France, and the UK, 47% of all employees worked 
from home during national lockdowns. Even in Japan, where 
national lockdowns were never imposed, 28% of all employees 
transitioned to work-at-home (WAH).2

So, by the time lockdowns approached the two-year point, cities 
around the world saw a population decline when companies 
began to offer remote work options indefinitely, and employees 
sought lower-cost communities. The hardest hit in the United 
States was San Francisco, California, which lost 6.3% of its total 
population between July 2020 and July 2021, shrinking to its 
lowest number since 2010.3

Now, in the post-pandemic job market, location flexibility has 
become a deciding factor for employees who wish to continue 
working from anywhere. With record-low unemployment rates, 
employees have the upper hand, which has led to a spike in 
job-hopping. This phenomenon has been dubbed the “Great 
Resignation.” Experts believe that job loyalty has become a thing 
of the past. 
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CX agility at scale

Teleperformance was no exception during the global crisis, or since. 
Before the pandemic, we were already supporting several thousand 
remote employees, so our teams had experience with the systems 
and security required. However, implementation timelines had to be 
significantly compressed. We quickly transitioned over 200,000 team 
members to WAH in just the first nine weeks of the crisis, reaching 
250,000 by the end of 2020. Because we are responsible for delivering 
essential customer and citizen services on behalf of our clients, staffing 
deficiencies or support outages were not an option. Today, we continue 
to manage 70% of our workforce remotely and have seen strong 
business benefits, especially when it comes to employee satisfaction and 
well-being.

To maintain close contact with our remote employees, Teleperformance 
conducts frequent employee check-ins, including daily sentiment surveys, 
plus more extensive annual surveys intended to gauge preferences, track 
trends by country, and understand key motivators. 

In May of 2022, our annual survey resulted in more than 127,000 
employee responses from 42 countries, and the results continue to 
reinforce the widespread interest in remote and hybrid work models.

May 2022, Teleperformance WAH Employee Survey

90%

84%

37%

21%

Of all employees prefer to work 
remotely (exclusively or mostly)

Feel a stronger sense of work-life 
balance working at home

Of remote workers would seek a different 
job if asked to return to the office

Of remote workers have moved 
within the past 12 months
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When asked to choose their top three benefits of working from home, 
employees indicated the following: 

Survey respondents feel strongly about how the ability to continue 
working from home would impact employee loyalty and retention:

expressed concerns 
or discomfort around 
returning to the office

said they would ask to be 
transferred to another client 
operation where they could 
continue working remotely

said they would begin 
looking for a new job or 

resign immediately

The elimination of time and costs associated with commuting topped 
the list of benefits this year, gaining urgency amid soaring fuel costs 
worldwide, with some markets reaching 40-year highs.

Meanwhile, reducing carbon emissions was the least priority 
for employees, though it remains top-of-mind for responsible 
companies. Across our business, in close partnership with our clients, 
Teleperformance reduced carbon emissions by 27% per full-time 
employee during the sweeping transition to WAH in 2020. Then, 
in 2021, we further reduced emissions by 15% through greener 
technologies and by keeping the majority of our workforce remote.

“Getting to daycare used to take 90 minutes 
from work. But it only takes 30 minutes from 

home. It allows me to maintain my lifestyle with 
a healthy rhythm.”

– Rene A.
Head of HR at Teleperformance Japan

Commute time savings

Elimination of commute  
expenses 

Better work-life balance

Reduced work-related  
social expenses 

Improved well-being

Work location flexibility

Reduced childcare costs 

Lower carbon emissions

23%

21%

16%

12%

9%

8%

5%
5%

Top employee 
benefits

70% 26% 11%
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The silver lining for CX staffing

While some companies may have previously considered the 
process of enabling and managing a remote workforce as an 
almost insurmountable business challenge, particularly those with 
tight industry regulations, recent experience has proven that the 
benefits far outweigh the drawbacks. By eliminating geographic 
hiring boundaries, companies can:

“Distance is not a problem at Teleperformance. 
We are provided with the right tools for managing 

and following our team's development.”

– Abhisheck S.
TP Cloud Campus Supervisor in India

Further, accelerated innovation, product evolution, and key 
learnings during the pandemic have paved the way for fully-digital 
recruiting, onboarding, training, and employee optimization. 
Today, by including automated workflows, intelligent application 
processing, online candidate assessments, and even digitized 
home workspace evaluations, we have reduced time-to-hire from 
months to mere weeks or even days. 

Then, once onboarded, remote workers can offer substantially 
greater productivity. In fact, 55% of employees say they work 
more hours remotely than at the physical office.8 Additionally, 
remote employees are more likely to work for a business longer 
than their office-based colleagues.9

Significantly 
expand the 
talent pool

Identify 
higher-qualified 

candidates

Accelerate 
hiring 

timelines

Increase employee 
retention and 

tenure
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Companies don’t have to navigate WAH alone

While remote work existed before the pandemic, most 
companies’ CX strategies did not include it in their service 
delivery mix.

Pre-pandemic, in 2019, Teleperformance designed our Cloud 
Campus model from the ground up, carefully assembling an 
architecture for hiring, supporting, managing, and optimizing 
dispersed teams. Cloud Campus provides a robust, synthesized 
work environment – a virtual office in a secure cloud.

Cloud Campus was originally designed to support the 
thousands of Teleperformance employees who were already 
working from home in 2019, and offer clients a more agile 
solution for quickly scaling capacity up or down as business 
needs change. 

A virtual contact center and cloud-based office environment 
make this flexibility possible. The WAH team uses the same 
cloud environment that in-office team members use, ensuring 
that team cohesiveness and productivity are retained, 
regardless of where the people are individually located. 
Additionally, the management of remote and site-based teams 
can be integrated for clients who prefer a hybrid model.

Remote teams are supported and managed via centralized Cloud 
Campus Hubs, a command center that provides dedicated support 
teams like HR and IT, state-of-the-art video collaboration tools, virtual 
spaces for team meetings and training sessions, and even remote 
events for socialization. 

Team members may be remote, but they all work and collaborate 
together. 

“I feel that I am part of a united team, 
with the constant communication, 

monitoring, and training I have with 
my colleagues and supervisors.”

– David R.
TP Cloud Campus Interaction Expert in Portugal
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Your operation, your way

Work-at-home doesn’t have to be a one-size-fits-all 
proposition. Just as there are various, traditional 
shoring options, there are many ways to customize 
remote or hybrid delivery models. We assemble the 
right delivery model to address each client’s unique 
needs. First, each client can start by choosing either 
a fully remote or a hybrid service delivery model 
based on their needs, the markets they’re serving, 
and their specific business goals. Then, we can help 
determine the best location for your centralized 
Hub, plus how to best diversify your workforce

For consistency across the operation, everything 
can be managed centrally, either in a physical Hub, 
or a virtual one, while locating your workforce 
wherever you want. Whether fully remote, or a 
hybrid model that retains some site-based staff, we 
can create the right balance to achieve the results 
you want.

The Cloud Campus portfolio offers:

Local Proximity 
Employees work remotely, but reside within a certain proximity of a 
local facility for easier access to live support, like HR and IT, and can 
attend live trainings or events when appropriate. 
 
Country Proximity 
Employees work remotely, but reside in the same country as their 
centralized Hub. 
 
Beyond Borders 
Workforce can have any proximity to their Hub, with employees 
remote and a physical Hub, or vice-versa where the Hub is remote 
and the employees are site-based. Choosing a Beyond Borders 
workforce offers the greatest recruiting flexibility by eliminating 
geographic hiring barriers. 
 
Hybrid Operations 
Some employees would be site-based, using a traditional brick-
and-mortar model, while others would remain remote. All can be 
managed via the same, centralized Hub.
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Office-level security in the cloud

Cloud Campus also offers unsurpassed security, developed 
following rigorous workspace security guidelines for contact 
centers and remote work environments. In addition to 
assembling a world-class security ecosystem, Teleperformance 
has also created a myriad of proprietary tools to address any 
remaining gaps. 

Virtual security has evolved to become self-managing, with 
AI capable of detecting anomalies on the network rather 
than waiting for a data breach to be reported. We offer a 
comprehensive portfolio of security solutions to ensure proper 
employee authentication, including encrypted data transfer, 
facial recognition, fingerprint identification, geo-location 
capabilities, AI technology that identifies unusual network 
activity, and more, these virtual environments are arguably 
more secure than most physical office environments. 

Through our comprehensive security policies, processes, and 
protocols, we can offer clients greater confidence and peace 
of mind, knowing that our virtual contact centers are just as 
secure as our physical facilities.

At Tverformance, we are inspired to be the best at 
everything we do.

“Teleperformance has added innovation to contact center 
security that often surpasses the client’s internal security 
controls for fraud prevention and early detection. In short, 

for companies that absolutely require the highest degree of 
data and customer information security, Teleperformance is 

indisputably the industry leader.”

– Michael DeSalles
Frost & Sullivan Principal Analyst, Digital Transformation
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Let Teleperformance do the heavy lifting

Companies considering integrating WAH into their CX delivery mix don’t 
have to do it alone. 

As a global leader in remote CX delivery, we can accelerate 
implementation and execute recruitment, workforce management, and 
security – optimizing both time-to-market and business results. 

This innovative model has caught the attention of industry experts 
around the world.

“Cloud Campus formalizes the 
work-at-home model and uses 

innovation to take it to the next level.”
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Understanding today’s workforce

In addition to considering this broad brush of trends, it is also 
important to understand the traits and behaviors of today’s 
workforce. By the end of 2022, device-savvy Generation-Z (born 
between the late 1990s and late 2000s) will take center stage, 
making up more than two-thirds of the global talent pool.11 
 
71% of workers believe that a rigid work window hinders their 
personal lives. So, gone are the days of nine-to-five, fully office-
based workforce.12  
 

Other

Office-based

Hybrid work

Fully remote

Rather than being solely time-based, this new generation believes 
in having the flexibility they need to accomplish their work. This 
is evident in their preferred work model, with 74% of ‘Gen-Zers’ 
preferring to be fully, or at least partially, remote.

How Gen Z  
employees prefer  

to work

2%

45%

29%24%
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WAH has been with us even before the 
pandemic. Still, it took a crisis for many to see 
that it can become a highly viable, more integral 
component of customer service delivery. We 
will undoubtedly see this trend continue, and 
companies that want to remain competitive in 
attracting, retaining, and motivating talented 
agents must embrace it. Employees worldwide 
demand it, with many even willing to leave their 
current job for more flexible alternatives.

As WAH continues to normalize, we also see 
a new evolution that we call the “work-from-
anywhere” mindset. Now that people are no 
longer confined to their homes and realize they 
can be productive in various settings, some 
choose a more nomadic lifestyle. Working 
from anywhere can mean planning seasonal 
moves, traveling more frequently for a change 
of scenery, or even moving to a remote work 
community like the one introduced by Purdue 
University in the midwestern US. There, “remote 
workers from different companies seeking 
inspiration and community may find their answer 
on a college campus with all the connections, 
activities, food, and diversity it has to offer.”10 

Remote work frees people from geographic 
restrictions, affording them the personal freedom 
to love what they do and to live where they love.

The past, present, and future of the CX workforce

Happy, more fulfilled 
employees deliver 

better customer 
experiences.

of employees surveyed have moved their home in the 
past 12 months (two-thirds have moved farther from 
their local office due to the flexibility offered by WAH)21%
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For more information on Cloud Campus, please contact us.
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